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ABSTRACTThis paper desribes openSDK, an open-soure implementa-tion of Sony's AIBO development kit (OPEN-R). openSDKis apable of running unmodi�ed AIBO programs (only areompilation is neessary) on a standard omputer, us-ing a simulator at full frame rate (urrently only USARSimis supported) or on a di�erent roboti hardware platform.openSDK also o�ers standard debugging failities for AIBOprograms.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.6.4 [Simulation and Modeling℄: Appliations; I.2.9 [Ar-ti�ial Intelligene℄: Robotis; D.4.9 [Operating Sys-tems℄: Systems Programs and Utilities
General TermsDesign, Experimentation, Languages
Keywordsrobot simulation, robot virtual mahine, AIBO, OPEN-R
1. INTRODUCTIONThe development yle time of appliations designed forSony's AIBO robots has always been long and painful, be-ause of the lak of good debugging tools and of the time ittakes to deploy the binaries to the robot and restart it. Somefour legged league RoboCup teams (e.g. German Team)have developed mehanisms to help them running their ownode on a standard omputer, but they had to dupliatesome parts of the ode, worsening the maintenane prob-lem. Most important is that they still would have to runthe ode on the AIBO to test the low-level ode that wasdupliated (and thus not run on the PC).openSDK mitigates this problem by implementing Sony'sAIBO API (named OPEN-R) and by allowing to run odedesigned for the AIBO on a standard omputer, withoutrequiring modi�ations to the appliation (only a reompi-lation is neessary). Moreover, openSDK is able to emulatethe full AIBO platform (urrently only ERS-7 is supported)Cite as: openSDK - An Open-source Implementation of OPEN-R (Short
Paper), Nuno P. Lopes, Pedro U. Lima,Pro. of 7th Int. Conf.on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS2008), Padgham, Parkes, Müller and Parsons (eds.), May, 12-16., 2008,
Estoril, Portugal, pp.1207-1210.
Copyright© 2008, International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and
Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.

Figure 1: OPEN-R arhiteturewith the help of an external simulator.openSDK also eases the transition to new platforms, by en-abling to run ode designed for the AIBO on a new robotiplatform, without modi�ations to the ode. The proess isexplained later on this paper.Although the RoboCup ommittee has deided to end thefour-legged league and thus has shorten the openSDK life-time, openSDK still onstitutes an example of what and howan be done with future platforms and simulators/emulators.This paper is organized as follows: in setion II we give anoverview of the implementation of openSDK, in setion IIIwe present the results of our experiments using openSDK, insetion IV we present the known limitations of openSDK andrelated tools that were used, and in setion V we present theonlusions of this work, as well as possible ideas for futureworks.
2. OPENSDKThis setion provides an overview of the openSDK arhi-teture and its implementation details.
2.1 ArchitectureThe openSDK arhiteture is itself based on OPEN-R andAperios (AIBO's Operating System). It follows the sameevent-driven arhiteture that haraterizes the AIBO plat-form. The top-level arhiteture of OPEN-R is shown in Fig.1. What openSDK does is to implement both OPEN-R APIand OVirtualRobot (the sensor input and joint atuator in-terfae) layers. It also provides an OPEN-R module loaderand a generi toolhain for ompiling the ode to run onopenSDK.
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Figure 2: overview of the build proess
2.2 Build ProcessThe typial build proess of an AIBO program is shown inFig. 2. openSDK is able to ompile the ode without muhmodi�ations to the Make�les (typially it is only needed tohange the OPEN-R root diretory variable), by providingimplementations of all the tools involved in the build pro-ess. The ompiler and linker are provided diretly by thesystem, while stubgen was implemented to generate spei�stubs for openSDK (that are not ompatible with the stubsgenerated by Sony's stubgen). The strip part is often dis-abled (and the developer is enouraged to do so), so thatdebugging tools an generate useful information (e.g. staktraes). The strip ommand is also provided by the system.The *.of �les are simply ignored, beause they are not rel-evant on Unix systems. The ode is always run in no-TLBmode (one proess, multiple threads: one per OPEN-R ob-jet) and in user mode and without heap or stak memorylimits (exept the ones imposed by the Operating System),regardless of what the of �le says.
2.3 Operating System APIsOPEN-R isn't the only available API for AIBO devel-opers. The Aperios Operating System also exports somestandard funtions (e.g. open, read, et...) into userland.However some of these funtions perform di�erently fromthe ones found in most Unix systems (e.g. ase-insensitive�le system and no relative paths allowed). In order to em-ulate the AIBO platform, it was needed to replae someof these system funtions with AIBO's equivalents. Thisis done at link-time, using ld's �wrap argument to redi-ret some funtion alls to openSDK wrappers. However,openSDK doesn't wrap (at least yet) C++ funtions alls

(e.g. fstream::open()). This means that the C++ �le sys-tem related funtion alls aren't ase-insensitive.strtok() is also wrapped, to make it use loal thread storagethrough the usage of the non-standard strtok_r() funtion.This e�etively eliminates potential rae-onditions betweenOPEN-R objets (whih do not our in the AIBO beausethe memory spae of the objets is separated).
2.4 Module LoaderEah AIBO module is ompiled to a .BIN �le, whih isnothing more than a gzipped Dynami Shared Objet (DSO).So the module loader deompresses these �les at run-timeand loads them using standard APIs (i.e. dlopen()).Eah module is run on a di�erent thread, whih resemblesthe no-TLB mode of the Aperios Operating System (thememory spae is shared aross modules). In order to guar-antee that no symbol or variable lash our (beause twomodules may have two variables with the same name), aGNU lib spei� dlopen() trik is used (RTLD_DEEPBIND).More details on this feature are provided in [1℄.After loading the module, a speial entry-point funtion(generated by the stubgen2 sript) __start_module() is alled.This funtion is responsible for running the DoInit(), DoStop(),et.. methods and for delivering the messages to the orretevent handlers.
2.5 OVirtualRobot: Sensors and Joints DataopenSDK supports sensor data injetion through sokets(Unix sokets are used for performane reasons). It alsosupports joint data export in real-time in the same manner.Data import/export is done using a lient/server arhite-ture and the lients an be hanged at run-time without lossof data. For example, one an feed a reorded AIBO ameravideo or just a �xed image. One an also send the joint val-ues to a real robot or simply print them to the sreen, et...The sensor data is sent to the robot at �xed intervals (inthe ase of the AIBO ERS-7 it sends new data - four frames- every 32 ms). If no fresh data is available (for example,USARSim urrently provides data at a lower frequeny: �vetimes per seond only), the old data is sent instead. This isdone to guarantee the timings of the AIBO platform, whihmany programs rely on.OVirtualRobot is the module that makes it possible to runAIBO ode on either a simulator or on a new roboti hard-ware platform. By replaing this module (or just read/writedata to the urrent one), one an run the ode on a new plat-form without muh trouble.
2.6 SimulationopenSDK also supports robot simulation, using the US-ARSim [9℄ simulator with the AIBO module [10℄. USARSimruns on top of the industrial game engine of Unreal Tour-nament 2004. It is able to feed amera images and sensordata to the simulated robot, as well as feeding joint dataommands bak to the simulator.A sample amera image (as seen by the robot) simulated byUSARSim an be seen in Fig. 3.Currently running multiple robots in USARSim with liveimage feeding is not yet supported. This is due to the US-ARSim image server being only able to feed images from onerobot at a time. There is some ongoing work to properly �xthis. More details about the problem and possible solutionsan be found in [10℄.
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Figure 3: USARSim amera image simulation
2.7 Thread SafetyThread safety is an important issue, and thus great arehas been taken to insure that openSDK is thread-safe. Allglobal message queues and resoures are proteted with mu-texes. Loal objet resoures aren't proteted beause thereisn't onurreny inside the OPEN-R objets.Also read the "Operating System APIs" setion above for anote about strtok() thread-safety.
3. RESULTSThis setion provides an overview of our experiments us-ing openSDK with AIBO programs used in the RoboCupontext.
3.1 SocRob-4LLSoRob-4LL [2℄ is our team's ode. The low-level partis based on Team Chaos [3℄ ode base. A sample run ofopenSDK with our ode an be seen in Fig. 4.At �rst the ode didn't ompile with g 4.1 beause it ismuh striter and standard onformant than the old gversion used by Sony's AIBO toolhain (g 3.3.2). Afterpathing the errors spotted by g, the ode would still notrun (it was segfaulting). After diagnosing the problem, itwas found that 'out � "string"' was the problem. Afterremoving all referenes to it, the ode run just �ne. It isstill under investigation if it is a g/libstd++ bug or if itis some problem in openSDK.Another interesting problem we had was that one the odewas rashing in the real robots, but not in openSDK. Af-ter investigation it was found that the problem was a CPUFloating-Point exeption that was being triggered (relatedwith unwanted mathematial operations with NaNs). Inves-tigation on how to report these problems in openSDK (orsimply rash it) in a portable way is yet to be done (possiblyuse the CPU on�guration registers and make the Operat-ing System trigger a SIGFPE signal).openSDK proved extremely useful when implementing theommuniation protools (it was only tested in openSDKand then it worked without modi�ations in the real robotsas expeted) and for debugging memory-related problems(inluding memory leaks and rashes). Valgrind [4℄ with itsMemhek tool [6℄ was the tool of hoie when debugging theproblems and it worked very well when using �hroot=no(desribed below).With a Pentium M 2.0 Ghz (single ore) we were able torun up to two robots on the same mahine when foringthe amera images frame rate at 30 fps. When not for-ing this high frame rate (and thus serve images at the rate

Figure 4: SoRob-4LL ode running on openSDKsent by the USARSim image server), we were able to run upto �ve robots on the same mahine. The USARSim imageserver frame rate was always lower than 9 fps. USARSimwas running on a Pentium 4 2.0 Ghz omputer and the twoomputers were onneted with a short 100 Mbps ethernetable (to redue lateny). While a lower frame rate an beuseful to run more robots on the same omputer, it an pro-due unexpeted behaviors, beause some programs heavilyrely on the orret timings of the sensor and image dataevent delivery.
3.2 CMU CMPack 2004CMU's CMPak 2004 [8℄ ode is also one of the majorplayers in the RoboCup. However, due to the aging fatorit won't ompile leanly with a reent g version (i.e. 4.0onwards). After pathing the problems and relaxing thenew g diagnostis and restritions (with -fpermissive),the ode run without muh problems under openSDK.
3.3 TekkotsuTekkotsu [7℄ is a general-purpose development frameworkfor the AIBO. Although the latest release at time of writ-ing (3.0) didn't ompile with g 4.1, the development CVSversion ompiled just �ne, without any kind of modi�a-tions. However, it was not possible to run Tekkotsu underopenSDK beause of a "dirty" trik that it uses to speed-upthe ompilation time (it searhes and replaes binary stringsby "hand" in an objet �le). As a result, when trying to runTekkotsu, openSDK would fail to load and report missingsymbols, due to the broken ELF symbol table. Further in-vestigation on how to �x the problem was not arried on.
4. KNOWN LIMITATIONSDuring this work we found many bugs in the toolhainprograms and in most debugging software we tried. There-fore we desribe here the limitations we ame aross. Wealso desribe some known limitations in openSDK itself.
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4.1 Multiple RobotsRunning multiple robots on the same mahine with openSDK,while possible, poses some problems. The most obviousis the proessing power (in partiular the lateny of om-mands, beause of the real-time proessing as insured by theAIBO Operating System), although with the arise of multi-ore CPUs the problem should smooth down very quikly.Other problem is the network ports used by the robots, asmost of them will bind to the same ports. This is importantbeause the host Operating System (in this ase, linux) willrefuse to have multiple listeners on the same port. SomeRoboCup teams (e.g. German Team [5℄) already bind eahof their robots to di�erent ports, though.
4.2 Operating SystemsopenSDK urrently only supports the Linux platform. Thismeans that we were not able to run the German Team 2004[5℄ ode due to the lak of support of the Cygwin platform.
4.3 Pthreads implementationsopenSDK is a highly onurrent program and thus re-quires a good Pthreads implementation. We found a bug inthe old LinuxThreads Pthreads implementation that didn'tallow openSDK to run orretly. As this implementationis depreated, it is advised to use the new NTPL Pthreadsimplementation (the default sine glib 2.4 and most reentlinux distributions).
4.4 Debugging ToolsMost debugging tools used (Valgrind, GDB and Intel ThreadCheker) have shown several limitations when instrument-ing openSDK while running OPEN-R programs (all prob-lems have already been reported to their authors). Someworkarounds have already been added to the ode, althoughmost tools still fail miserably with the hroot() all thatopenSDK issues (to guarantee that it handles the abso-lute paths - /MS/... - orretly). It was added an op-tion to openSDK to skip the hroot() all (�hroot=no),that should be used when debugging with one of the men-tioned programs, otherwise they won't produe meaningfulstak traes. Not using hroot() shouldn't be a problemas openSDK wraps the open() and fopen() funtion allsand handles the absolute paths automatially. openSDKisn't able (at least yet) to wrap C++ funtions alls (e.g.fstream::open()), though.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 ConclusionsIn this paper we have desribed an open-soure imple-mentation of OPEN-R that is able to run ode designed forAIBO on a standard omputer, as well as at as a simulator,or emulate the AIBO on a di�erent roboti hardware plat-form, and all this without any modi�ation to the soures(only a reompilation is neessary).Although openSDK is still far from perfet, it already onsti-tutes a great platform for all AIBO developers by reduingthe development yle time onsiderably.
5.2 Future WorkopenSDK urrently only supports Linux, but ongoing workto support Cygwin and MaOS is being done. Supporting

AIBO models other than ERS-7 is also something we wouldlike to aomplish. Sound input and output will be alsolooked at in the future.In terms of simulation, we would like to be able to ontrolmore aurately the speed of the simulation (real-time andspeedup/slowdown) and allow the user to ontrol it. Wealso would like to add amera image �lters to degrade theimage fed by the simulator, to provide a more realisti en-vironment.We will also export some USARSim spei� features intouserland ode and/or through an interfae. These featuresinlude: ball and robots manual repositioning, as well as ab-solute loation, orientation and veloity input for eah robot(so that one an run a simulation without image proessing,thus saving muh omputing power).A full emulator of the AIBO platform based on an exis-tent MIPS emulator (e.g. QEMU) is also being onsidered.This would allow running an AIBO memory stik withoutany kind of modi�ations (not even reompilations wouldbe neessary) in another platform (inluding another leggedrobot).
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